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I am a Senior backend developer and DevOpsish Developer. I
love working on a challenging and innovative project with a great
team. I have been working in fields like API development,
automation, AI, and Cloud Services. Quality, scalability, and
serverless magic are my specialties.
https://blog.chapimenge.com

Work experience

Senior Developer Infonas Manama, Bahrain

Since October 2022

Oversee and Lead projects development team.

Design, Develop and Maintain Various internal and external
projects.

Implement Complex Telecommunication Projects.

Develop and Manage Static site using Hugo.

Developed the backend system for the Bahrain Film Festival for
2023 festival

Introduced automated monthly postpaid bill preparation,
reducing cycle time to minutes

Manage cloud infrastructure and CI/CD pipeline.

Backend Developer GiddyOps USA

From January 2022 to October 2022

I played a key role in developing a game-changing Admin Panel,
streamlining how we manage schedules, customers, and day-to-
day operations.

My work included creating a flexible architecture to attract more
customers, boosting our growth.

I also optimized our system for speed and efficiency by fixing slow
database queries, saving us 25% on AWS Lambda costs.

Additionally, I developed APIs that powered core functions for our
mobile app and Admin Panel. My contributions made a tangible
impact on our success

Full-Stack Developer Addis Software Addis Abeba, Ethiopia

From June 2022 to October 2022

I developed diverse software applications, including Drag and
Drop interfaces, Marketing Affiliate tools, and Edi-tech Games.

I worked both individually and in teams, contributing to large-
scale projects, enhancing my

problem-solving skills. Achieved a 60% increase in reach and
revenue generation by implementing captcha bypass on the
Affiliate Marketing app.

Integrated Stripe payment for improved security and seamless
transactions

Freelancer at Upwork Upwork Remote

From January 2019 to January 2022

Developed numerous projects (Websites, Telegram Bot, Scraping,
and Marketing Apps).

Recommended and consulted with clients on Backend
development and Bot Development.
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Frameworks

Database(SQL & NoSQL)

Cloud

Work experience

Senior Backend Developer Conversant.AI USA Remote

Since July 2023

Developer AI-powered chatbot for e-commerce platform
integration with Shopify, WooCommerce, Magento, and
BigCommerce

Developed AI-Powered Conversational Product discovery and
recommendation engine.

An interactive and dynamic product research experience,
powered by comprehensive product data and fine-tuned LLMs.

Task-focused agents that automate complex web-scale research
and optimize multidimensional product decisions.

Implement Instant answers on product capabilities and technical
specifications, with streamlined retrieval of source content

Volenteer Coordinator for National ETCPC ETCPC Adama, Ethiopia

From September 2019 to July 2022

I've honed my skills in event coordination and community
engagement.

Through my tutorials, I've empowered more than 200 individuals
to participate in programming contests, where they achieved top
10% results.

I've successfully taught students the necessary skills to excel in
these contests and efficiently coordinated programming
competitions, showcasing my ability to lead and motivate teams.

My commitment lies in fostering growth and development in the
field of computer programming

Social networks

Skills

Python , Javascript, GoLang, C++

Django. FastAPI, Flask, ExpressJS,
ReactJS, VueJS,

MySQL, Postgres, DynamoDB, Redis,
MongoDB

AWS - Serverless, EC2, ECS, EKS, S3,
Glue, Batch Jobs

Education

Bachelor Degree from Department of Computer Science and
Engineering Adama Science and Technology University Adama,
Ethiopia

From September 2018 to July 2022
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